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H: 130 cm

H: 170 cm

 4 Quick assem-
bly and dis-
assembly

Set
Sport-Thieme Football Dummy Set

The set includes 5 Sport-Thieme football dummies, 1|:
•    3 dummies, 130x55 cm
•    2 dummies, 170x60 cm 
71 261 3606   5-piece set

Football Training

 4 For hard pitches and astro turf

 4 Height adjustable
 4 With spring joint
 4 With two steel pins for secure 
positioning

 4 Made of UV-resistant plastic

‘Pro Soft’ Free-Kick Dummy
The surface is made of polyurethane (a soft, non-
splintering, smooth hard foam that is extremely resil-
ient). The two steel pins ensure secure positioning on a 
grass pitch. Furthermore the dummy’s height is adjusta-
ble from 175–195 cm and it is fitted with a spring joint. 
Approx. 150x50 cm, 3.5 kg. 
71 217 8615   Each

5 

Base Plate for the ‘Pro Soft’ Free-Kick 
Dummy

With this base plate the dummy can be placed on a hard 
surface, on artificial turf or in a hall. With the cord at the 
base, the dummy can be moved to a new location quickly 
and easily, as if it were on a sledge. Iron, galvanised and 
painted. Approx. 10 kg. 
71 217 8628   Each
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Air Dummy
The air-filled Air Dummy stands back up by itself. The 
dummy is quick to inflate and can be weighted down us-
ing water making it perfect for indoor and outdoor use. 
The soft PVC outer reduces the chance of injuries. UV- 
and weather-resistant. Easy to transport thanks to inte-
grated carry handles. (øxH) 45x175 cm, 2 kg, filled 
weight: 11 kg. (øxH) 56x205 cm, 3 kg, filled weight: 
23 kg. Incl. funnel.
71 280 1009  175 cm Each  
71 280 1012  205 cm Each
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Don’t forget to order:
62–63Blowers, pages

Sport-Thieme Football Dummy
A must-have for all football training .
Quick to assemble and disassemble, easy to transport 
and very robust. Ideal training technique, speed, move-
ment and coordination as well as goalkeeping training 
and free-kick exercises. The mesh dummy is attached to 
the plastic pole using hook-and-loop fasteners. The pole 
can also be used for slalom training and be separated 
using a quick-click technique to be stored away compact-
ly. Its metal ground anchor provides stability on grass. 
Available in 2 sizes.
71 232 7600  130x55 cm Each  
71 232 7613  170x60 cm Each

1 

Set‘Pro Soft’ Free-Kick Dummy Set 
for Hard Courts

The set includes:
•    5 dummies, 5|
•    5 base plates, 6| 
71 217 8631   Set of 5
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6 |

5 |

H: 175 cm

H: 205 cm New!

New!  Sport-Thieme Long Jump 
and Coordination Mat

A versatile indoor training mat made of non-slip PVC. Top 
surface for coordination training has 9 areas and mark-
ing points for throwing games. Underside features mark-
ings for measuring jumping distance in 5-cm increments 
and foot shapes to indicate the take-off point. Light-
weight and compact as it can be rolled up. Dimensions 
(LxWxH): 350x100x0.4 cm, approx. 1.4 kg. 
71 286 8400   Each
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